On 1 and 2 October 1977 the entire surviving text of the York Cycle of mystery plays was performed on the campus of the University of Toronto. The event was co-ordinated by a committee made up, on the whole, of graduate students associated with the Poculi Ludique Societas, the medieval play troupe of the Centre for Medieval Studies. I was chairman of that committee and, as such, undertook the co-ordinating function of the mayor of York while the committee fulfilled the role of the city council. Under the supervision of these officials, from at least 1376 until the suppression in 1569, the long series of forty-seven pageants dramatizing biblical history from Creation to the Last Judgment was performed by the craft guilds of the city. Our production, though marred by heavy rain on 1 October and generally cold weather, was an extraordinary event. Such was its impact in human and community terms that I had difficulty in assessing its academic value in the immediate postproduction period. It has taken the passage of a busy academic year, many discussions with my colleagues and students, and three long and thoughtful reviews' to bring me to the point of writing this article . Time has given me perspective and the discussions and reviews have clarified in my mind what we intended to accomplish and what we learned from the enterprise.
dinatum est quod vexilla ludi cum armis ciuitatis liberenturin vigilia corporis christi per maiorem ponenda in locis vbi erit ludus paginarum. '3 As they formally marked the places, so did we. Harry Lane did not know who I was. In my blue jeans, Inuit jacket, and red 'staff tabard: wearing the spectacles that myopia makes necessary, I was a jarring note in the theatrical world he had anticipated. But I was not intending to act the part of the mayor of York; I was there in propria persona as the person whose role in the enterprise corresponded to the role of the mayor. At no time did we intend to produce a museum piece. Our intention was to create the atmosphere in which the surviving pageants of the York Cycle could be produced in a manner as close as possible to the original. Ours was not a re-creation but an experiment. It will take many more experiments before anyone concerned with the staging problems presented by the Cycle will be able to say with confidence that the 'historical' facts have been sufficiently established to allow for a re-creation .
The controversy over the method used to produce the York Cycle has, in recent years, been a heated one. Some scholars and critics have applied both modem production standards and computers to the question and concluded that the Cycle could not have been produced at twelve separate stations by forty-seven separate craft guilds in the time that the traditional interpretation would have us believe 4 I have spent the last seven years collecting and editing all the surviving external evidence concerning the Cycle with my co-editor, Dr Margaret Rogerson . The arguments of other scholars on practical grounds seem plausible; however, we have found nothing that contradicts the traditional theories. An impasse in the abstract debate seemed to have been reached by 1974. Much of both positions depended on production methods no one had seriously tested for four hundred years. Everyone taking part in the argument was consciously or unconsciously making assumptions about the possibilities of processional performance that were not based on experience. Many of us felt, therefore, that much could be learned from staging the Cycle as closely as possible as the records describe. The ideal test would be to perform it in York itself at twelve stations. Such an event still lies in the future , but Leeds University undertook a pioneer production in 1975. They intended to produce the entire Cycle but, in the event, could mount only thirty-six episodes s Ours was planned as a further experiment, testing hypotheses based on hints found in tattered and faded five-hundred-year-old ordinances and accounts preserved in York. The experiment was not an unqualified success. The rain forced us to play haU the sequence indoors and so ruined our hopes to be able to time the processional method accurately. The production also suffered from the uneven ability of the participating groups. Nevertheless, we learned many things not only about the mechanics of the production method but also about the nature of such an event.
First of all, the late medieval production in York would have been very easy to mount. At first glance the task seems, to modern eyes, staggering. The sheer size of the cast is enormous, over three-hundred speaking parts with as many extras. Stage effects include God creating the world; Lucifer being transformed from an angel of light to the prince of darkness between two lines of dialogue; God descending in a cloud; Noah's Ark; the Holy Spirit descending; and Mary being assumed into heaven. But when the problem is divided by forty-seven, the difficulties melt away. In York each episode w as the complete responsibility of one or more craft guilds. The guild was charged, on pain of paying a large fine to the city council, to produce its pageant when required . The most junior job (and, to some extent, the most onerous) given to a member of a guild wishing some day to become magister was that of pageant master. Some guilds elected two, others four. Once the order to prepare the play had been issued by the city council in the first or second week of Lent, it was the job of the pageant masters first to collect the established levy or 'pageant money' from the guild members, then to refurbish their pageant wagon (the 'set' of their episode), and finally to gather and rehearse the players. 6 For our production the roles of the guilds were taken by groups within the University of Toronto, groups from other universities in Ontario, Ohio, and New York State, and church and community groups. Many of them were ad hoc, formed to produce a pageant; others were established amateur theatrical companies with considerable expertise. Beyond specifying that our imagined year of production was 1485, we did very little to control the groups. Choosing a date mid-way in the historic life of the plays was not intended to fix it at that year but to attempt some general unity in costuming and music. Because none of us had done this before and because pageant wagons and elaborate medieval costumes are not the normal possessions of established theatrical groups, let alone ad hoc ones, the Planning Committee complicated the organization by providing the wagons and many of the costumes and props . We were able to build only ten wagons for the forty-seven plays. These had to be co-ordinated carefully so that each could be 're-cycled' for the use of several episodes. Items of costuming also had to be organized so that they could be used later in the production. Even with these added complications, once we had thought out the problems and set the production in motion, it worked amazingly well. How much easier it must have been in York where there were forty-seven groups, each with literally generations of experience behind it, owning its own wagon and providing its own costumes, props, and special effects. Our experiment proved to my satisfaction that not only is it possible to produce the York Cycle using forty-seven separate groups, it is the only way to produce it. Only by dividing the responsibility among the guilds could the city council produce this enormous play annually for almost two hundred years. No production that depended on the energy and dedication of a single impresario or even a small group could have survived so long.
The second result of our experiment arises from the first. Forty-seven different groups brought their own energies and interpretation to the text. More important, the same character was portrayed many different ways by different actors. The first six episodes gave six separate interpretations of God the Father setting in stark opposition , for example, the masked majesty of the ermine robed figure in Creation I and the homely carpenter of Creation II . More important, the twenty episodes whose central figure is the adult Christ before the Ascension showed us twenty actors portraying God the Son. They ranged in age from late teens to early middle life; they were fair, dark, greying, bearded, clean-shaven. Yet each portrayed an aspect of Christ's humanity. A profound theological point was made as the many Christs gave us a prismatic sense of Mankind while the essential divinity of the character remained the same. Similarly, the other characters from the New Testament narrative, saints and sinners alike, were presented to us by many faces. This convention, freq uently imagined as cumbersome or distracting, proved to be neither. Instead, it focused the attention of the audience on the character, not the actor. Because there was no identification of an actor with a character the audience was thus denied the luxury of emotional identification with a character through an actor. Identification and so engagement was with the real events behind the representation.
A third lesson that we learned was that outdoor wagon staging is remarkably effective. Here we were provided with an unexpected 'control' in our experiment . When the torrential rain forced us to abandon outdoor performance after the episode of Noah's Flood, we dismantled one pageant wagon and reassembled it on the platform of Convocation Hall, a large circular auditorium normally used for convocations in the University of Toronto. Plays 11 to 33 were played on that wagon with each set being struck after each episode and the subsequent one set up. Alan Nelson has argued that such a unified performance inside would have moved more qUickly than an outdoor performance. 7 We found the opposite to be true. Each episode demands unique stage properties and each of our acting groups, naturally enough, had its own set pieces as did the York guilds. The time consumed in changing sets was considerable. A much smoother change was achieved outside. When, for example, Creation I was finished Creation II rolled into place, set complete. There were some small delays as each wagon was jacked in place and the steps set against it. The necessity for these actions (essential if the wagons were to be stable and accessible) did not occur to us until we actually had a wagon . Many episodes in the York Cycle begin with a long soliloquy by one of the major characters. I once thought that these soliloquies were addressed to the audience before the wagon arrived at the station. 
that these long speeches probably covered the time required to set the wagon up. Had we suggested that the groups plan to begin the action while the stage crews were busy, at least an hour would have been saved in the running time.
The wagons were used in many different ways. One, the great red wagon used for Creation and the Fall of Lucifer, the Harrowing of Hell, and Judgment (and planned for the Nativity and the Transfiguration as well), was built with a solid roof and a flying device providing two tiers of playing area on the wagon as well as ground level (see illustration 1). All the other wagons were provided with a trap and with uprights and curtains. The groups chose how much curtaining they wished to use, if any. Some, like the wagon used for the Sacrifice of Isaac and the two requiring raised crosses, had no superstructure. For the Crucifixion the wagon was fitted with a mortice and used as Calvary (see illustration 2) . No superstructure was used for the Purification of the Virgin either. Here a triptych was constructed -to call to mind a temple -with an ingenious revolve (set into the trap and worked by the feet of a willing stage-hand) which had on the one side a statue of an angel and on the other an actor-angel to speak miraculously to Anna and Simeon (see illustration 3). For Noah's Flood a wagon was turned into a ship (see illustration 4). Other stage devices were less spectacular but no less effective. Christ ascended by disappearing behind two cardboard clouds (see illustration 5), tongues were loosed in the Pentecost play by angels sitting on ladders behind the wagon (see illustration 6), and the Red Sea was represented by red cloth Vigorously waved by small angels. We imposed no restrictions upon the groups, giving them simply the dimensions of the wagon they were to use and its colour. The resultant variety was fascinating.
Tentative answers to particular questions concerning the late medieval productions have been provided by our experiment. For example, the problem of professional or amateur performers in the cycles has long been a vexing one. We know that players were routinely hired to perform in the York Cycle by 1476. The city council resolution of that year calling for auditions and forbidding any player to 'be conducte and Reteyned to plaie' more than twice 'on j>e day of]>e said playe'8 makes this clear, as do the surviving guild accounts. The Mercers paid a man called Wrangle 6s8d 'for plaiyng of our pageante'9 in '452 and regularly paid 18s 2d for players in the 1460s. 10 The Bakers regularly paid lOS 8d to 'the player' 11 in the mid-sixteenth century. These facts seem to be at variance with the received tradition that the pageants were acted by the guildsmen themselves. In the course of rehearsals a student director of two of the Toronto Drama Centre episodes remarked that it appeared that some of the plays were deliberately written to depend heavily on one or perhaps two actors while demanding a cast of considerable size to speak one or two lines. This observation from practical experience suggested a solution to the professional/amateur problem. The Bakers' Accounts almost always refer to 'the player' in the singular. The Estonian Arts Centre production of the Bakers' episode (The Last Supper) clearly demonstrated that that play stands or falls on the performance of the Christ. He was superb and that pageant was perhaps the best of the non-university productions. Had he been weak (as some of the other dominant figures were weak) the episode would have collapsed. It seems, from our experiment, that probably the Bakers hired only one man to play the Christ and themselves took the parts of the apostles. The Mercers' pageant of Judgment has a sufficient number of important parts outside the major one of Deus to justify more than one profeSSional player, but the extras, again , must have been the members of the guild.
But perhaps the most far-reaching results of our experiment came from the interaction of the participants (actors, stage-crews, and audience) that contributed to our sense of common experience. One reviewer l visiting from the United States, remarked that 'the spectators lacked the civic and confraternal ties that bound the audience together.' 12 This must have been the case for strangers coming to our play just as it was for 'foreigners' coming to York in the late Middle Ages . Friends, relatives, and neighbours kept appearing unexpectedly on a wagon so that, for the Toronto and perhaps the Ontario participants, there was an extraordinary sense of community. Robed apostles exchanging academic 'shop: mitred high-priests discussing their different interpretations of the same role, and, above all, the completely unselfconscious (even unconscious) blending of the 'play world' and the 'real world' were a constant delight and surprise to me.
All distinctions between the actors and their supporters and stagecrew disappeared. For example, the episode of the Death and Burial demanded three crosses on the wagon, a separate 'sedes' for Pilate, and a coffin into which the dead body could be lowered. All were set on wheels, and one of my favourite photographs shows one of the crucifiers, in grotesque and repulsive face make-up, amicably pushing the coffin along the street with his colleague from Glendon College, York University, who was playing Joseph of Arimathea, while Pilate pulls his throne behind him (see illustration 7). Angel-power moved Creation I and II while apostle-power moved Judgment. Following each group of players and their wagon were wives, children, and friends carrying coats and blankets and helping out in every conceivable way. This is quite in keeping with the original method of production where the guild members were sometimes enjoined by guild ordinances to go with their pageants 'frome ye mateir of play be b egune At ye furst place vnto such tyme as ye said play be played & finished thrugh the toun ."4 This intermingling of actors, crew, and supporters in full view of the audience added to the sense of a community event. And indeed, once an episode was finished and the costumes returned, many of the players became the audience . I was asked recently who comprised the audience in York when, out of a population of about 5,000, probably 2,000 were directly involved in the production together with theirfamilies. After ourexperience I am sure that the majority of the audience must have been the guildsmen themselves whose p lay had finished or those whose play had not yet begun. If this is true, then the first and last stations (both with open spaces) must have had the largest audiences with smaller ones at the intervening ten stations. We know that the mayor and corporation entertained visiting dignitaries at the station outside the Common Hall gates lS and the ecclesiastical authorities saw the play outside the Minster gates.'· The other eight stations are located in the narrow streets with little space for a crowd and may always have had small audiences. '7 We know that sometimes they had select audiences, as in 1526 when the bastard son of Henry VIII, the Duke of Richmond, is recorded as renting a station. IS The rain on the Saturday of our performance was not an entire disaster. On one level, it created a sense of common suffering among the performers and the audience that began to take on a '5t Crispin' feeling. I shall always be grateful for the spirit of the audience. Kind things have been said about our courage and determination in the face of the weather. Had the audience and participating groups not also had courage and determination we could never have done it. But more important, being forced to play half the Cycle indoors, even on a wagon, sharply defined the value of our experiment. Inside the audience sat in fixed rows, the playing area was defined by bright lights. The result was ' theatrical.' For those of us accustomed to seeing early drama performed it was a run-of-the-mill experience made unique only by the fact that each episode in the long play was being performed. Only the very young children and one stray dog sheltering from the rain breached the conventional barrier between the 'play world' and the 'real world' as they approached the manger. Outside, however, all distinctions melted away. I have already spoken of the blending of actors, crews, and supporters. This blending ex tended to the audience. Two of many examples come to mind. A small boy of about ten dressed in brown corduroy slacks and wind-breaker wanted to see the death of Christ. Being small, he had to push his way to the front of the crowd; then being tired but not wanting to get wet by sitting on the ground, he solved his problem by sitting at the feet of Pilate on Pilate's 'sedes.' Both child and actor watched the action unfolding on the wagon with no sense of incongruity (see illustration 8). Similarly, the wife of one of the Judgment apostles rested her elbows on the tomb from which the souls had just risen. For many years actors of early drama have deliberately moved into the audience, blurring the distinction. This ' convention' has become just that, a device of this form of drama analogous to the silences of the theatre of the absurd . But in our production it was the audience, and frequently those least theatrically conscious, who made the first moves to blur the distinction.
It became clear, as the outdoor wagon performance of Sunday continued, that we were in a mimetic situation without known conventions . It was through the production that the conventions began to emerge . Only with more and more similar productions will we begin to fully understand the role of the audience in pre-Shakespearean drama. We all participated , in some way, in the 'game' of the play. There was no comfortable darkness surrounding the audience, allowing us to be mere voyeurs. We were there in an uncontrolled environment. The rain fell, the wind blew, dogs barked. The sound of drums or trumpets or singing or laughter floated from one station to another as a reminder of what we had just seen or a foretaste of what was to come. The clouds of a southern Ontario autumn sky scudded behind the towers of University College while Christ hung crucified before it. We all knew we were in Toronto in 1977, not in York in 1485 nor in Jerusalem at the actual event. Yet this knowledge, by the superimposition of the strata of time, made the event a simultaneous celebration of past and present. There can be no illusion in this form of theatre that what is portrayed is ' real.' A wagon is not Calvary; friends and colleagues are not the apostolic host. To use the words of a sixteenth-century defender of the theatre, this form of drama does not attempt to 'deceive' the audience. Rather the York Cycle seeks to allow them to 'conceive'19 the major images and ideas of salvation history. We were all participants in the unfolding rede mption of the world, and for many of us there were unexpected moments of private epiphany, meditation, and prayer. What we learned above all from our experiment was that to perform the Cycle is to take part in an act of community, of celebration, and of worship. It was not an 'historical re-creation' but a contemporary event. 
